Carleton’s School of Public Policy and Administration (SPPA) offers two unique Graduate Diplomas in Indigenous Policy and Administration (IPA). One is for working professionals while the other is for current and incoming graduate students from Carleton and other universities.

Both graduate diplomas are designed to help students develop cultural and contextual competencies essential for working with Indigenous governments and organizations. Students will learn how to bridge traditional Indigenous worldviews with others, including those embedded in the practices of governance and administration that are found in general Canadian and international settings. They will learn how to understand the complexity of First Nations, Métis and Inuit history, politics and contemporary structures; and will also develop their skills in financial management, community development, organizational design and leadership.

IPA courses are delivered through an intensive on-campus Summer Institute, and online. The diplomas are available on a part-time basis, with students able to take one or two courses per semester.

CARER OPTIONS

Prepare graduates for working in or with First Nation, Métis and Inuit governments and organizations, as well as with other government departments that focus on this area. There is an increasing need for leaders who can work in this fluid environment with a level of cultural competency and an understanding of Indigenous history, law, economics and politics that go beyond a simple awareness of Aboriginal issues.

APPLICATION DEADLINE

April 1

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

A four-year bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with an average of B+ or better. Mid-career applicants who do not have a BA (honours) but who have demonstrated relevant professional excellence over five years or more are welcome to apply.

carleton.ca/sppa/ipa

CONTACT INFO

613-520-2547
ipa@carleton.ca